ACROSS
1. "Fake" things underclassmen have
4. Oliver, e.g.
10. Puncher’s target
13. Grp. interested in keeping the piece
14. Took a lot of classes that Dad wasn’t too keen on paying for, but you wanted to take, say
15. In the style of
16. Fishy line of makeup?
18. ___ favor
19. "Return of the Jedi" setting
20. [Turn the page]: Abbr.
21. Laff-a-minute
22. "Big" star’s philanthropy?
25. The Loop loopers
26. After all the $@$^!!$ taxes were taken out
27. Play records
30. Bird feed that helps you go?
37. "Me, me, me!"
38. Tax collectors
39. Any old dude named after McCartney?
40. Directed DuVernay
41. Sick as a dog
42. "Who Said It: Dumbledore ___ Philosopher" (BuzzFeed quiz)
43. Way underground?
44. "I wasn’t looking at porn," e.g.
45. Cartoon character with a shotgun
48. Some howls
49. Archaeologist’s spots
50. Pen noises
51. David who created "The Wire"
52. Treasure holder
53. Sunday dinner
54. Not capable
55. March Madness, with "the"
57. Ironic T-shirt slogan, e.g.
58. Rit alternative
59. Ground breaker?
60. #50 on a table
61. Vegan, to an omnivore?
63. Articles written about you, e.g.
64. Takes care of the gums
65. Golfer Se Ri
66. Afterthoughts (seriously, just rewrite the note)
67. Provided the use of (for someone)
68. Chicken general

DOWN
1. Estuary area
2. Clog cleaner
3. It can keep you tied up for a while
4. Self-help guru Ferriss
5. Kind of sweater
6. Some stewbums
7. Long-armed primate
8. Poem form that ends with an envoi
9. 61-Down scores
10. Its anthem is "Kimigayo"
11. "Moving ______."
12. Guarded
13. End of a story with animals
17. Bravo personality Andy
18. "Turning that A/C down"
19. Teens often pop them
20. Kiting letters
21. Bother
22. Superior’s title
23. Playing tonsil hockey on the street, briefly
24. Free electron, e.g.
25. Ring’s spot
26. "Who Said It: Dumbledore ___ Philosopher" (BuzzFeed quiz)
27. East Lansing sch.
28. Pull back
29. Ace’s stat
30. Biologist’s eggs
31. Way underground?
32. "I wasn’t looking atporn," e.g.